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What unmistakably happened: 
1) “Govind” sends the SAICE Alumni Yahoo Group (SAYG) an email from Sraddhalu Ranade’s 

personal sraddhalu@auromail.net email account and signs it as “Govind”: 

 

2) About 19 minutes later “Govind” realizes his goof-up and to tries to salvage and cover up his 
gaffe with the following lie: 

 

mailto:sraddhalu@auromail.net
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The fact that this “Govind” is handling Sraddhalu’s personal email account is revealing enough, but let us 
explore further.   

“Govind’s” explanations: 

3)  “Govind” claims that he had logged into Sraddhalu’s auromail.net account on a separate 
[browser] tab for allegedly doing some administration work for Sraddhalu personal website. 
This allegedly led him to mistakenly send his email to the SAYG from Sraddhalu’s personal 
auromail.net account as he alleges that he had forgotten to log out from that tab and was still 
on it. 
 
“Govind” would presumably like us all to believe that he had logged into two separate webmail 
accounts – his own and Sraddhalu’s - on separate browser tabs on his internet browser. He was 
using a web interface to compose and send his emails. “Govind” clearly suggests that he was not 
using and sending his emails from an email client (like MS Outlook Express) which does not have 
“tabs”. Fine, so be it for now. 

 

Common Sense Examination of “Govind’s” explanations: 

4) Firstly: this is how the Auromail.net webmail page for composing emails looks like: 
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And this is how the YMAIL webmail page for composing emails looks like: 

 

In the past “Govind” has already shown us how dumb he was to follow the path of convenient, 
self-satisfying Lies that he has chosen to tread. He has also shown us how deaf he was towards 
Reason. But it now turns out that he wants us to know that he is equally blind, bereft of yet 
another sense, and unable to distinguish the difference, especially the look and feel, between 
the Auromail.net webmail page and the YMAIL webmail page while composing emails!  
 

5) Secondly:  Unlike gmail, yahoo, or facebook, logging in to an auromailnet email account (on the 
everyone.net server) does not lead to possible auto-logins to other sites on other open tabs in 
the same browser. There is NO WAY that “Govind”, would NOT NOTICE that he was logged into 
another webmail account while sending the email post. That argument would make sense ONLY 
if BOTH accounts were say GMAIL or YMAIL where it is conceivable that one forgets which 
account is active. But this is not the case. Besides, logging in for site administration using 
Sraddhalu’s email id would not even require logging in to the auromailnet interface nor would it 
lead to an auto-login to auromailnet on another tab. Therefore, “Govind’s” version that he 
“forgot to log out” makes NO SENSE. Even if another tab was open with a login using 
Sraddhalu’s auromail.net id, it would NOT lead to a logout from Govind’s YMAIL account, leave 
alone to log in automatically to auromailnet on everyone.net. We can safely conclude that this 
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slipup is not possible for both “Govind” and/or Sraddhalu to have made. So what is the 
explanation? The answer is that the entire story regarding browser tabs is false. The only way 
this goof-up could have happened is in a client software like say MS Outlook Express where it is 
easy to mix up sending accounts. 
 

6) Thirdly, and most obviously..: Irrespective of whether “Govind” was using Webmail (as we are 
made to believe) or an email client (like Outlook Express), the email that was sent from 
Sraddhalu’s auromail.net account was NOT newly composed. Instead, it was an email that was 
“Replied” to the SAYG (the previous discussion thread is present in his email!).  

 

If “Govind” had really replied from another, i.e. Sraddhalu’s personal email account, it means 
that “Govind” was actually foraging through Sraddhalu’s entire Inbox and taking a look at all of 
his other emails, not only those emails required for “administering” Sraddhalu’s personal 
website, as alleged!!! Moreover, not only was he curiously looking at all the other emails that 
Sraddhalu received, but he even opened Sraddhalu’s emails!!!! And presumable in the 
excitement and hurry to reply to the SAYG, “Govind” wants us to believe that he must have 
forgotten that he was on Sraddhalu’s email Inbox and clicked on “Reply”. Then he wrote the 
email and then he even clicked on “send”, all the while not realizing that he was in Sraddhalu’s, 
Auromail account??!!! 
 
But maybe “Govind” would like us to believe that while browsing through Sraddhalu’s Inbox, he 
really did not realize that it was not his Inbox!! If “Govind” cannot notice any difference 

Discussion thread “replied” to!!! 
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between Sraddhalu’s and his own Inbox, both Inboxes MUST be VERY alike. If that is the case, 
“Govind” and Sraddhalu must be extremely similar to each other, i.e. if they are not exactly the 
same person!  
 

But the story doesn’t end here because “Govind” may wish to argue against the presentation above… so 
our story continues because there is more, revealing information to present. Most importantly, this 
information is recorded by computers, which faithfully reproduce the information they posses without 
any interpretations, twists or spins. Moreover, this is verifiable by each and every member of the SAYG. 

Here is what the computers have to say: 

Undisputed evidence exposing “Govind’s” lies: 

7) Firstly: One can check the email source (follow the red outline highlights) of Sraddhalu’s email 
from his auromail.net account that was signed off by “Govind”: 
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The email source shows that totally contrary to “Govind’s” version, Sraddhalu’s email bearing 
the name “Govind”was sent from the email client Microsoft Outlook Express and not from a 
webmail interface with more “TABS” as stated by “Govind”: 

 
Remember … MS Outlook Express does not have “tabs”!!! 
 

8) Secondly: All emails originating from the auromail.net domain name are processed by the 
everyone.net server: 
 

 

 
 
 

Whereas all emails originating from the ymail.com domain name are processed by the yahoo.com 
server: 
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When we check once again the source of Sraddhalu’s email from his auromail.net account that 
was signed off by “Govind”, expectedly, it originates from the everyone.net server because it is 
indeed sent from an auromail.net account:  

 
 

However, and most interestingly, when we check the source of “Govind’s” email which he 
supposedly sent us from his YMAIL account… in which he apologizes for his alleged slip…..: 

 
Ooops!!!  How come it is also from the “everyone.net” server ???!!! 
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But didn’t “Govind” tells us that he was using a separate webmail “tab” to send his personal 
mails which MUST be processed by the YMAIL server???  
How is it therefore that “Govind’s” YMAIL emails also get processed by the everyone.net 
server???? Abracadabra… magic??? Did the computers and servers get hypnotized by 
Sraddhalu’s powers when he was logged on to his account??? Like “Govind”, it appears that his 
emails too also seem to be faithfully following the guruji’s server, defying all internet 
protocols!!! 
 
Interestingly, “Govind’s” other emails show that when he was really using YMAIL to send emails, 
his emails were indeed being processed by the Yahoo.com server:

 
 
However, anyone can verify that all of “Govind’s” recent emails are processed by the 
everyone.net server to which Sraddhalu is subscribed. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
Just a cursory examination (and we could go deeper!) has proven that “Govind” or rather one 
must say Sraddhalu is lying. “Govind” is an alias that Sraddhalu is using to deceive his readers. 
Sraddhalu is sending out emails from his email client and signing them off as “Govind.” 
Sraddhalu has clearly set up multiple alias accounts - like he is known to have done on other 
occasions - in his Outlook Express mail client and while sending emails he chooses the SMTP 
account and server of the account he wants to use. Unfortunately for him it is very easy to make 
a mistake and send via the wrong account. Not a big problem if you are not lying… but certainly 
a problem if you are! It’s TOO LATE for “Govind” or Sraddhalu to change their explanation.  

WE KNOW SRADDHALU IS LYING. 
 

Sraddhalu Ranade = “Govind” = one and the same LIAR! 


